
 

Do you still have your old friend, the Sony PlayStation Portable? It's still a popular system and there's more to it than just games. If you own an old PSP, you can find homebrew emulators for several systems including the Super Nintendo! There are all sorts of ROMs available from free to commercial. And it's not just titles from one system either - some people compile ROMs from every system they
own over many years to make a full collection of games that their kids can play on a new console or PC with a USB controller. This article explains how a few of these fantastic collections work and what makes them so cool in addition to going into detail on various emulators and their compatibility with different devices. As more and more people get on board with emulation on the PSP, it's a lot
easier to find a ton of different gaming systems. You'll be able to find a ton of old favorites and new games that can really diversify your collection among all of your devices. There are also some bonus tips that will help you get the most out of your individual systems, even if you don't have a lot playing time in them!

ROM SETS The Super Nintendo is an obvious place to start. The system has always been considered one of the most beloved from the 16-bit era, with many still listing it as their favorite period from home gaming. The SNES sets are pretty big - one of the largest ones out there is the "Full Pack" ROM collection. It includes every game released for the Nintendo Entertainment System, Super Nintendo,
and all of their different variations. Now, some people might find this to be too much - after all, there are hundreds of games included in this set alone. This is why it's important to do some research before hitting that "download" button on your PSP. The Full Pack is compiled by a guy named "Madgardener". The collection was originally created to serve as a way for people to convert their ROMs
from their old SNES carts to the PSP. Madgardener explains that he has created and released other games that use simple hacks and tricks to get the games onto the PSP. A lot of his work can be found on his personal website - so take advantage of the information on how it's all made available via ROMs. 

PSP PACKS AND EMULATORS The Game Boy Advance, Nintendo DS, Nintendo DS Lite, and Nintendo 3DS are other systems that include Super Nintendo titles. The PSP Pack is another huge collection of SNES games, but this particular one comes in a different format. It's actually a little bit more organized, allowing people to add multiple ROMs into one folder on their memory stick for later
use. This technically gives it the "pack" name. The PSP Pack can be found at http://www.psp-roms.com/downloads/download_title_list.html .
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